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Teaching takes place where there is someone who shares his learning. Learning occurs when students’ behavior changes for the better. The positive attitude of the learners inside and outside the classroom is one of the results of teacher’s commitment on his vocation. It includes imparting knowledge and guiding the learners on the right path. That is why teacher is an important part of the education. Learning is not complete without a teacher. Students may learn in their own ways, but to learn on the hands of a teacher is incomparable.

Can you imagine the educational system without a teacher? Teacher is involved in every activity of the school and even in the community. Teacher is a part of revisiting the curriculum and making reforms to properly address the varying needs of the learners. Teacher is also a part of creating plans like action plan and annual improvement plan for the betterment of the school and the students. The school cannot be called as laboratory of learning if there is no teacher who can help students to learn. The school can operate without the other personnel, but if the teacher is not around it is like a boat travelling in the midst of the ocean going nowhere.

Teacher is an indispensable part of the education. Without a teacher, learning can be very frustrating. His ability to encourage students to participate and his strategy to facilitate learning, spell the difference. Teacher is the image of the education and responsible in shaping the minds of the youth. The life of the learners is on the hands of the teacher.
Teacher is a father, a father who guides his offspring to prevent from travelling on the wrong place. He makes sure that his children learn from his hands with high regards of knowledge and respect for elders.

Teaching is an art that runs in the blood of the teacher. Teacher is like an artist who portrays different characters at different situations. He acts as if today is the last taping. As an artist, he makes sure that he catches the attentions of his viewers while performing. He delivers his masterpiece with conviction, so that audience can be able to perceive with gratitude and contentment.

Teaching is giving every single detail on the students. Teacher is a steward, a steward who takes care of his people. As a steward, he guards his people so that no one can hurt them. He is willing to fight as long as his people are on the right side.

Teaching is about guiding students. The teacher is a guidance counselor, a counselor that counsels that counselee’s problem. He gives advice and monitors the patient’s development.

Teaching is about mastery and showing the image of a worth emulating person. He is the master of his classroom. He assures that his apprentice learns the way he acquires knowledge. He is the model of perseverance and the manifestation of success.

Without people who patiently teach children, there would be misunderstanding and chaos in the world. Without people who can devote time and efforts in teaching, there would be no lawyers, engineers, architects, businessmen, and teachers as well. Teachers contributed on the success of these professionals. Teacher is the king of all professionals. Teachers are the hopes of every nation. The success of every citizen is in the hands of a teacher. The knowledge and skills that the people have help the country to progress.
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